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1-7 METHODOLOGY OF SEISMOTECTONIC ZONING IN THE
INTRAPLATE LOW SEISMICITY DOMAIN

EXAMPLE OF FRANCE AND SURROUNDING AREAS

Herv6 PHILIP*, Bertrand GRELLET ** , Philippe COMBES

and Henri HAESSLER****

1-7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Until now, the dominant factor in seismic hazard assessments
has been historical seismicity.

This approach is justified if the data derived from historical
seismicity in a region are representative of its seismic
activity and if we consider that in areas where damaging
earthquakes have happened, they may happen again.

This can be seen when seismotectonic relationships are well
established in areas such as well localised plate boundaries
(subduction zones, transform faults) and/or with a high rate of

deformation.

In these cases, the areas where future earthquakes might occur
are usually well deter-mined and the recurrences short enough on
the time scale of historical observations.

However, in areas where recent tectonic deformations are
diffused and moderate, the historical period of seismicity data
(a few centuries) is not long enough to observe a sample of
historical seismicity representative of the present-day
tectonic activity of the area.

The studies on the most recent damaging earthquakes (El Asnam
1980 , Spitak 1988, Cherchell Tipasa 1989) show that it would
have been extremely difficult to predict the magnitude and the
localisation of these events considering historical seismicity

alone.

It is the same in Provence (south of France) where the risk of
occurrence of a damaging earthquake would have been
underestimated before the June 1909 event.

In all these cases, seismotectonic studies "a posteriori" show
that the geometry and kinematic of the faults responsible for
these earthquakes can be identified and that all of them have
presented seismic activity in the last thousand years.
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So, it is necessary to emphasise a global apj_�:oach of the
problem through specific studies such as neotectonics,
teledetection, geodesy, present-day stress field, strain field,
paleoseismology etc ...

These studies will enlarge the period of observation compared
with the data derived only from historical and present-day
seismicity.

In France seismicity is moderate and recent tectonic
deformations are slight in comparaison to neighbouring
countries (Italy, Greece, Turkey ... ). Only a few important
earthquakes have been studied and the relationship between
quakes and faults are still unknown. So it seems necessary to
"regionalisell the seismic hazard and to introduce concepts like
11seismotectonic domains" more than "active faultsol.

I-7.2 - SEISMOTECTONIC ENVIRONMENT OF FRANCE IN THE
M.EDITERRANEAN GEODYNAMIC CONTEXT.

It is difficult to understand the seismic activity of France
without putting it in the geodynamic evolution of the
Mediterranean domain.

This is englobed by the African and the Eurasiatic plates which
have converged in a north-south direction for 70 million years.
It has been noted that the rate of convergence is cm a year
on average.

In the Mediterranean zone the complexity of the confrontation
has created different geodynamic situations (subduction,
continental collision, rifting) which have evolved with time.

At present, the border between the African and Eurasiatic
plates is well defined in the east Mediterranean where the
subduction zones are still active (Hellenic and Tyrrhenian
arcs).

This is not the case in the western Mediterranean where the
border between the two plates is in a continental collision
context [I-7.1]. In this second case, the recent deformations
go from north Africa (the Atlasic Chain) to central Europe (the
Alpin chain, the west European platform) which describes the
diffuse aspect of the present-day seismicity (Fig. I-7.1).

France is part of this continental collision and is on this
scale a homogeneous unit compared to the characteristics of the
intraplate seismicity [I-7.9].

most of the seismicity is of crustal origin and is situated in
the first 20 kilometers of the lithosphere. The fact that
reactivation of crustal discontinuities in the recent past can
be shown is the base of the seismotectonic reasoning.
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Given that there are general characteristics in the seismicity
of France (moderate level - to 3 quakes of magnitude 6 to 65
a century, to 10 quakes of magnitude a century, diffuse
repartition ... we can say that there is no method of
seismotectonic study, well adapted to the area.

Studies have been done since 1986 by the CEA/IPSN with the help
of USTL, IPGS and GEOTECSIS to solve this problem.

I-7.3 - THE SEISMOTECTONIC APPROACH

one of the aims of seismotectonic studies used to evaluate the
seismic hazard is that of finding and defining the possible
points of future quakes as well as their characteristics.

For this, a large amount of geological data more or less
related to occurence of earthquakes must be collected. This
collection of data can be, for example, the study of a simple
fault or the study of the whole lithosphere to locate the
different zones of weaknesses. The closer one gets to the
understanding of rupture mecanisms on the faults, the better
one can solve the given problem.

The choice of the geological themes of study is of the utmost
importance in understanding the mechanisms which link the
tectonic environment to the apparition of earthquakes. An
earthquake is a deep break-up which is generally initiated at
the limit of the ductile-fragile zone in the upper crust. The
rupture extends itself along a fault plane toward the surface.

Depending on the importance of the quakes, (magnitude, deepness
of the hypocenter), this rupture will or will not reach the
surface. In all cases, the consequences of these movements will
have repercussions on the whole crust.

I-7.3.1 The geological and structural environment of France.

The basic hypothesis is that the heterogeneity of the
continental crust on the scale of the west European zone could
explain the repartition and the different characteristics of
the seismicity. Various themes were chosen for their ability to
describe the actual state and the different tectonic stages of
the structuration of the crust [I-7.3):

- the MOHOROVICI discontinuity

- gravimetry

- magnetism

- interface basement/sedimentary cover
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- the sedimentary cover

- the major tectonic phases

hercynian and post hercynian 360 to - 290 MA)
triasic (-250 to 200 MA)
pyrenean 60 to 30 MA), ligocene 30 to 25),
alpine (-25 to present day)

In studying the variation of some parameters (thicknesses of
different layers, gradient of the deformation etc... in each
theme chosen, one can select homogeneous zones.

A superposition of these different zonations gives a TECTONIC
ZONING OF FRANCE (Fig. I-7.2) I-7.4].

This is the first step of the study and provides an essential
support for the seismotectonic zoning.

I-7.3.2 Recent tectonic (or neotectonics)

Neotectonic deformations concern a space of time from mioc6ne
(-25 MA) to quaternary (-2MA to present-day).

The reactivation of ancient structures under the recent stress
field is expressed by indication of tectonic deformation in
recent geological levels.

The selection of these indications is the result of:

- a compilation and an analysis of the data used to elaborate
the seismotectonic map of France I-7.2].

- a collect of publications and documents written since 1977.
More than 800 scientific publications were analysed but for
practical reasons only some specific synthetic studies are
referenced.

These indications of neotectonic activity correspond to:

- the rupturing of preexisting faults. The throw-outs seen can
represent successive movements related to different events or,
in certain cases, to slow aseismic movements.

- the creation or emphasis of folds or flexures observed in the
superficial geological formations. This folding expresses a
compressive movement of the sedimentary cover or of the
cristalline basement. Furthermore, these folds can express the
presence of a hidden fault (Ex Coalinga 1983, Armeny 1988).

- the creation of reliefs or basins, synonym of more or less
localized vertical movements.

- volcanic activity along fractures in the crust and more
indirectly:



- geomorphological indications

- the presence of hydrother-mal and mineral sources

i-7.3.3 Present day tectonic (seismicity, stresses)

The known present-day deformation concerns a space of time of a
thousand years for historical seismicity and twenty or thirty
years for instrumental seismicity.

In France only a few neotectonic data concerning the last
loo.000 years are available. This lack of knowledge could be
corrected by specific studies of paleoseismology which could
give information on a period covering the last 100.000 years.
This method gives the opportunity of a direct observation of
the major earthquake recurrences as well as the maximal
possible magnitudes on different types of faults.

A scientific program has been undertaken by CEA/IPSN in
collaboration with GEOTECSIS and USTL which consists in a
detailed study of faults affecting the most recent geological
levels (younger than middle Pleistocene).

The aim of this program is to select trench sites for
paleoseismicity investigation.

For the moment, actualization of the knowledge on present-day
tectonic is based on seismicity data and present-day stress-
field.

I-7.3.3.1 Historical seismicity (Catalogue SIRENE
BRGM/CEA/EDF 1988)

The French computerized SIRENE CATALOGUE containing the
historical seismicity data (or macroseismicity) was undertaken
in 1975 with the beginning of the seismotectonic map of France
project.

The catalogue is kept up to date annually with new historical
data. This macroseismic data base contains about 5000 events in
France and surrounding areas and concerns about 66000
localities.

I-7.3.3.2 Instrumental seismicity (Catalogue CEA/LDG 1988)

The instrumental seismicity data proceed essentially from the
French Detection and Geophysical Laboratory (LDG) network.
There are now 28 seismographs in service but their distribution
is not well adapted to the seismic activity in France.

These data are augmented by other data from other French (IPG
Paris, IPG Strasbourg, IRIGM Grenoble and CEA Cadarache) and
European (Spain, Italy, West Germany, Switzerland, Belgium,
England) networks.
These local and foreign networks are very important in



monitoring seismicity along the borders.

I-7-3.3.3 Focal mechanisms for recorded earthquakes with
magnitude > 37.

The 130 events with M > 37 recorded since 1962 by the LDG
network were selected. Their individual focal mechanisms were
calculated by the LDG [I-7-8]. Furthermore, about 30 other
focal mechanisms for earthquakes with M > 4 calculated by
different French universities were added.
Only precise data have been kept.

I-7.3.3.4 "In Situ" stress measurements.

A hundred 1 in situ" measurements were obtained through
different methods 27 break-out; 14 hydrofracturing 66
overcoming; 11 flat jack) either near the surface (a few meters
depth), either in depth (from 10 to few hundred meters depth).

Some of the "in situ" stress measurements are unpublished: they
were calculated from drill-hole ovalization (GDF) or from
measurements done in tunnels (EDF).

The distribution of the "in situ" stresse measurements is not
uniform. A lot of data are available in Eastern France and in
the Paris Basin but only a few are available in the western
part of the country.

I-7.3.4 Present day and recent tectonics in France and
surrounding areas (Fig. I-7.3).

The neotectonic map of France (cf. I-7.2-2) representing the
superficial expression of recent tectonic deformations is
completed by present day tectonic data [I-7.6). These present
day data represent 

- a selection of individual focal mechanisms (81) which give an
indication of the movement on the fault in depth (5 to 30 km),

- a selection of macroseismic epicenters (I > VI MSK) with a
precision on the quality of their localization.

High magnitude instrumental epicenters (M > 4 are not
represented because they already appear as selected focal
mechanisms.

- Olin situ" stress measurements which show a good homogeneity
of principal axis on a regional scale.

All the faults represented on the map are assumed to have been
activated in the recent geologic times. This recording is
certainly non exhaustive. For example areas with a lack of data
like intern Alps are not yet sufficiently studied. So the
recording of all the faults with recent tectonic activity in
such areas is not complete. It is further justification of this



kind of approach of seismotectonic zoning.

I-7.4 - SEISMOTECTONIC ZONING OF FRANCE AND SURROUNDING AREAS

A seismotectonic zone is characterized by a same type of recent
tectonic deformation and by a uniform stress field in an area
-where the crustal structuration is homogeneous.

In such a zone the characteristics of the present day
seismicity and stress field must be coherent with the
mechanisms of the recent tectonic deformation.

The realization of the seismotectonic zoning was carried out in
two principal stages:

1 the compilation of present day and recent tectonic
deformation data to elaborate the PRESENT DAY AND RECENT
TECTONICS IN FRANCE AND SURROUNDING AREAS map (in press).
This map points out the geological observations and
seismological data kept for their reliability.

2 the analysis and the interpretation of the preceeding data
to propose for each area a type of seismotectonic
deformation consistent with the present day stress field.
This stage corresponds to the elaboration of the
SEISMOTECTONIC ZONING OF FRANCE AND SURROUNDING AREAS.

I-7.4.1 Types of deformation

To compile a map of the different types of recent deformation
in France, the approach is the following:

a) when an isolated recent movement is observed and
deter-mined on a fault, it is extrapolated all along the
fault. The extrapolation of the more recent movement along
a fault follows two basic principles:

. on a well defined fault, if a sufficient number of
neotectonic indications is collected, the determined
movement is extrapolated all along the fault.

. on a well defined fault, if the number of neotectonic
indications collected is insufficient, the inter-
pretation of the movement is a function of the local
geodynamic context.

If the geometry of such a fault is coherent with the
known kinematics on equivalent nearby faults (same
direction and dip), then the known regional movement is
extrapolated to the fault.

b) on a larger scale when faults have the same orientation
with regard to the interpolated present-day tectonic stress
trajectories, the same approach is undertaken.
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A map of the horizontal tectonic stress trajectories is
compiled from a program of interpolation [I-7.10].

This program integrates "in situ" stress measurements, and
the P-axis deduced from individual earthquake focal
mechanisms (Fig. I-7.4).

From these maximum horizontal stress trajectories, it is
possible to calculate the angle between the superficial
expression of a fault and the maximum horizontal stress in
any point on the map and so to estimate the potential
kinematics of this fault.

This potential kinematics is compared to the one deduced
from neotectonic indices.

From the most recent tectonic deformations combined with
the present day stress trajectories, present-day and
assumed types of deformations are defined in each area in
France (Fig I-7.5).

Thus, from the nature and extent of the movements on the
faults mapped, it is possible to differentiate between:

- deformations combining strike-slip and reverse faults
(strike-slip/reverse or reverse/strike-slip depending
on the relative predominance of the horizontal or
vertical component).

- deformations combining strike-slip and normal faults
(strike-slip/normal or normal/strike-slip depending on
the relative predominance of the horizontal or vertical
component).

Through this approach, it is possible to determine and
individualize areas with same types of deformations.

C) then a verification of coherency between these
extrapolations and the solutions of individual focal mechanisms
of the most important earthquakes (M > 37) is undertaken.

The next stage is to compare the deduced movement on faults
with the regional stress field calculated from focal mechanisms
solutions.

I-7.4.2 Seismotectonic zones

The approach used to define zones with same seismotectonic
characteristics is the following:

a) dfinition of the zone limits

Two types of limits are possible: sharp limits between two
types of deformation or progressive limits defining areas
combining two types of deformation.
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b) verification of the seismotectonic homogeneity of the
defined areas compared with the regionalization of the stress
field [I-7.5].

The amount and the quality of the seismic data on the French
territory make it possible to replace the focal mechanism
global analysis in terms of the relationship between stresses
and seismic ruptures.

This means that it is possible to define the present-day stress
field in regions with extensive seismic activity (Pyrenees,
Alps, Rhenan Graben, Massif Central and Massif Armoricain).

This approch gives positive results in most of the regions
CI-7.10].

The method used is a joint determination of the stress tensor
and of the focal mechanism of a set of earthquakes from input a
polarity data.

These data are

- 150 events of magnitude > 37 (LDG)

- selected input polarities with elimination of emerging data
from a certain epicentral distance function of the magnitude.

The focal mechanism selection is governed by the parameters of
tectonic and geophysic homogeneity used to define tectonic
zones.

So, a regional stress tensor and the associated focal mechanism
calculation are obtained for most of the tectonic domains in
France.

c) zone definition and principal seismotectonic characteristics
(Fig. I-7.6).

The synthesis of the available information used following the
above methodology makes it possible to individualize 26 domains
in France. These seismotectonic zones essentially correspond to
a type of present day or future regional type of deformation,
homogeneous with regard to the stress field.

The intensity of this tectonic deformation differs from high
intensity 1), medium intensity 2 to low intensity 3.

Inside these zones, the principal seismotectonic characteris-
tics (which can be used to describe and define intensity and
type of this tectonic deformation) are recorded (Tab I-7.7, Tab

I-7.8).



I-7.5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

A coherent and homogeneous seismotectonic frame based upon a
compilation and a synthesis of reliable geological (mostly
neotectonic) and seismological data is proposed for France and
the surrounding areas.

This zonation integrates the principal seismotectonic
characteristics which are the most representative of the
continental crust heterogeneities and of the seismic activity.

Applications of such a zonation to seismic hazard assessments
would be linked to the development of the following approaches:

For a deterministic approach:

- The major historical events known in homogeneous
seismotectonic zone can occur again in all points of this zone.
This hypothesis has to be modulated by better knowledge of
active faults and folds in each zone and by integration of
their relative activity when possible. The production of more
detailed data implies greater in-depth regional studies being
carried out (cf I-4).

- Some of the similar faults (same kinematics) known in a
seismotectonic zone can be associated with a historical event.
Then the other recorded faults will have the same potential
seismic activity.

- The actual knowledge of historical (5 to 10 centuries) and
instrumental seismicity for each zone is not necessarily
representative of the possible occurrence of the maximal
earthquake. These exceptional events could have periods of
recurrence of more than a thousand years.

For a probabilistic approach:
- The law of possible occurrence of earthquakes has to be
established in each zone on the basis of historical event
distribution and the curves of seismic hazard have to be
calculated taking into account the nearby zones.

- A correlation is necessary between this seismotectonic zoning
and the probabilistic levels of seismic movements to be used.
These levels are a function of the accepted risk for the
buildings and so, more or less, a function of the relative
conservatism of the methods used for design.

The results of this study in a low seismicity domain show the
interest but also the limits of the qualitative seismotectonic

approach.
It may become necessary to propose a more quantitative approach
of the recent and present-day tectonic deformations through
multidisciplinary programs such as:

- Paleosismology and archeoseismology
- Geodesy and Teledetection
- Measurements of tectonic stresses in situ" stress
measurements, microtectonics, focal mechanisms ....
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- Modelization of the superficial effects of a rupture along a
fauit-plane.
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FIGURE 17.1] - EPICENTERS AP ROM EURO-KEDITERRANEAN
SEISMOLOGICAL CENTER - 1976-1985 - Seismicity dstribution of
the west-Mediter--anean domain.

FIGURE 17.2] - TECTONIC ZONING OF FRANCE - Frame for a
seismotectonic zoning.

FIGURE 17.31 - PRESENT DAY ND RECENT TECTONIC MAP OF FRANCE
AND SRROUNDING AREAS.

I Reverse fault 2 Normal fault 3 Strike slip fault
4 Fold axis ; 5 : Undetermined neatectonics 6 Historical
epicenters (I > VI MsK 7 imprecise localization of
historical epicenters (I > VI KSK). ; 8 earthquake focal
mechanism 9 In situ stress measurements ; 10 eene
sedimentary basins.

FIGURE 17.4] - PRESENT DAY MAXIMAL HORIZONTAL STRESS
TRAJECTORIES IN FRANCE A-ND SURROUNDING AREAS.

Interpolation from "in situ stress measurements"(1), and P and
T focal mechanisms axis 2.

FIGURE 17.51 - PRESENT DAY TYPES OF DEFORMATION IN FNCE
AND SURROUNDING AREAS INTERPRETATIVE AP.

I Fault with normal component 2 Fault with reverse
component 3 Fault with reverse component and undetermined
slip 4 Fault with strike slip component 5 : Fold axis
6 Ear-thquake focal mechanism 7 Stress tensor and
extensive/strike slip type of deformation ; 8 : Stress tensor
and strike-slip/compressive type of deformation 9 Stress
tensor and strike slip/extensive type of deformation.

FIGURE 17.6] - SEISMOTECTONIC ZONING OF FRANCE A-No
SURROUNDING AREAS (SEE ALSO TABLE I-7.7 A AND I-7.8 FOR
C�HARACTERISTICS .

1 High intensity reverse/strike-slip deformation

2 : Medium intensity reverse/strike-slip deformation

3 : Low intensity strike-slip/reverse deformation

I : High intensity normal/strike-slip deformation

2 : Medium intensity normal/strike-slip deformation

*3 : Low intensity srike slip/normal deformation
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TABLE 17.7) - SEISMOTECTONIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ZONES WITH
DOMINANT COMPRESSIVE Oa DISTENSIVE DEFORMATION

TABLE (I-7.8) - SEISMOTECTONIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ZONES WITH
COMBINING DEFORMATIONS
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